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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative and unitary ring. For an R-module 44, dim,(M) 
denotes the Gull dimension of M over R. For dim,(Rja) we write dim(a), 
where a is a proper ideal of R. Assume that R has finite Krull dimension. If R 
is noetherian and if M is finitely generated, put 
(i) S&U) = min{dim(p)/p E Ass,(M)}. 
(ii) d,(M) = dim,(M) - 6,(M). 
Let R be semilocal with Jacobson radical J(R) and let R be the J(R)-adic 
completion of R. Then put 
(i) S&V?) = Sfi(M OR 8). 
(ii) d,(M) = da(M @R 8) (= dim,(M) - 8,(M)). 
(1.2) 
By depth,(M) we mean the maximal length of M-regular sequences consisting 
of elements of J(R). By regR(M) we denote the set of regular elements of R, 
with respect o M, by xR(&.Z) the set R-reg,(M) of zerodivisors. &(M) stands 
for the total module of fractions (reg,(M))-l M of M. 
If R = M, we omit the index R in our symbols. 
All semilocal rings are assumed to be noetherian. Topological notions refer 
to the J(R)-adic topology. 
Let R’ be, an R-algebra. R’ is called to be of essentially finite type over R, 
if it is a localization of a R-algebra of finite type. If aR’ # R’ for any proper 
ideal a of R and if m’ n R E Max(R) f or any M’ E nkdyq, we write R f R’, 
We are going to prove the following. 
(1,3) THEOREM. Let R be a semilocal domain. Then there is a semilocal exten- 
sion R’ C Q(R) being of essentially jinite type over R such that 
(i) R < R’, R is a subspace of R’. 
(ii) dim(R’) = dim(R), 8(R’) = 8(R). 
(iii) depth(R) = 8(R). 
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The significance of this result is the following. Itis clear that depth(R) < 8(R) 
(see [I, WWI). 1 n g eneral this inequality is proper, even for “very good” 
rings as for localities over a field. The above theorem states now that there is 
a “model” of R, namely R’, for which equality holds between depth and 8, 
and that, moreover R’ is a reasonably “good” extension, which is expressed 
by (i) and (ii). 
To illustrate th meaning of (1.3), observe that 8(R) = dim(R) is equivalent 
to the unmixedness of R in the sense of Nagata [4]. Then we get the following 
corollary. 
(1.4) COROLLARY. Let R be a semilocal unmixed domain. Then there is a 
semilocal extension R’ CQ(R), b em o essentially jnite type over R, such that ’ g f 
(i) R < R’, R is a subspace of R’. 
(ii) dim(R’) = dim(R’). 
(iii) R’ is a Macaulay ring. 
Obviously, (1.3) would be an immediate consequence of 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let R be a semilocal domain such that 8(R) > depth(R). 
Then there is a semilocal extension R’ _C Q(R) of R, being of essentially finite type 
over R, such that (i) and (ii) of (1.3) hold, and such that depth(R) > depth(R). 
Put d = depth(R). Th en, in Section 5, we show that R’ of (1.5) may 
be obtained in the form R’ = ula (PIR[xI/y,..., xI-Jy] : J(R)“), where 
Xl Y-.*7 xdpl , y is a conveniently chosen regular sequence of R and where 
S = R[xJu,..., x~-~~Y] - UTIIEMax~R) (m,xl/v;..., G-JY). So we may obtain R’ 
by a procedure similar to that of desingularization by quadratic dilatations. 
Finally we have the following. 
(1.6) COMPLEMENT. If R is analytically unram@ed (e.g., fi is reduced), then 
the extension R’ of (1.5) has the same property. 
The proof of (1.5) will be based on the results of [l], where the notions of 
(1.1) and (1.2) were introduced and treated. To make this article reasonably 
self-contained we therefore give a short 
2. Eh~MM.4~y.op [I] 
We shall need the following elementary result (see [l, (1.3)d)]). 
(2.1). Let R be semilocal and let R’ cQ(R) be a finite integra? extension of R. 
Then &R’) = 8(R). 
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Moreover it is easy to prove (see [l, (1.2)d)]): 
(2.2). Let R be semilocal, x E 3(R) n reg(R). Then 5 hoZ& G^(R/xR) < 8(R). 
By this it is clear by induction on depth that 
depth(R) < 8{R) 
for a semilocal ring R. 
Let (Lx be a multiplicatively closed set of ideals of R. Then we put {cf. [l, (2.111) 
D&&M) = u @'f: @Q*(M) 
c&u 
If ‘% consists of the powers of a single ideal a, we denote DR(%, M) by 
-%(a, M). 
Observe that D&f, lb!) is a module, and even an M-algebra if M is an 
R-algebra. Let R be noetherian. Then it is easy to see that 
D&%D,(%,M)) = D,(%W. (2.4) 
If M is finitely generated, put 
P&W = b e SpeWl-J x E reg,(M) s.t. p E Ass,(MjxM)>. CW 
Now, the following connection between P,(M) and I),(%, M) holds (cf. 11, 
P)l): 
(2.6). If R is noetherian a d M of jkite type, then 
(i} “DR(%, n/r) is of finite type over A” implies that (p E P&?W)/~CI E % s.t. 
,a C p) = G is finite. 
We say that the R-module M has X-property, if for any m E Max(R) we 
have X(R/m) lR E reg,(M) u arm,(M), where X stands for the characteristic 
‘(Cf. [l, (5.1)]). 
Note that (cf. [I, (3.21-j 
(2.7). (i) Any integral domain has X-property. 
(ii) If R ha-s X-property and if R’ is a torsion-free R-algebra, then R’ has 
X-property. 
Let 2fI, be the set of ali ideals of R having dim(a) < n. Then we have the 
following (cf. [l, (4.7)]). 
(2.8). If R is semilocal and complete, then fog any fkitely generated R-m&& 
M which has X-property D~#llGR(AI)--l , M) is jinitely generated as an R-mod&. 
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(In fact, in [I] this result is proved in the local case, but the generalization is 
straightforward by the fact that R is a product of complete local rings in the 
semilocal case.) 
By the faithful flatness ofR over R then it is immediate: 
(2.9). If R is semilocal and if n/r is a finitely generated R-module having 
X-property, then D@IJ~(~)-~ , M) is a jkitely generated R-module. 
This last result implies [l, (3.2), (4.3), (4.7)]: 
(2.10). Let R be semilocal with X-property. Then there is a jinite set 
(pl )..., pn) C P(R) such that for any x E J(.R) n reg(R) - (Jy=, pi 
(i) R/xR again has X-property. 
(ii) 8(R/xR) = 8(R) - 1. 
Indeed, Wh+-I ,B> is a finite integral extension of R by (2.8). By (2.6)(i) 
there are therefore only finitely many $?J E P(R) with dim(#) < 8(R) - 1. Let 
these primes be @i ,..., a . Put pi = & n R (i = l,..., s)and let (psi1 ,..., pn} 
be Urn AsdRlX(Rl~)), h w ere m runs through the maximals of R. Then, as 
x E reg,(R/X(R/m) R) f or any m E Max(R), it is clear that (i) holds if 
x E s(R) r\ reg(R) - lJy=, pz . As Ass~(@xR) C P(R), property (ii) is clear 
in making use of (2.2). As finally, by the R-flatness of8, & n R = pi E P(R) 
(; = l,..., s), the result is proven. 
(2.10) is a suitable generalization of a result due to Ratliff (cf. [5]). 
Let us define 
(2.11). Let R be semilocal. Then put G(R) = {x E reg(R) n 3(R), such that 
(i) and (ii) of (2.10) hold). 
3. SIMPLE RIITG EXTENSIONS 
Let R’ = R[a] be a simply generated extension of R. Then, for any 
M E Max(R), we just have one of the following two possibilities. 
(i) mR’ + alp’ = R’. 
(ii) mR’ + aR’ E Max(R’). 
(3.1) 
Let M,(a) be the set of all m E Max(R) with lnR’ + aR’ E Max(R’) and put 
SR(a) = R’ - UmsMRta) (mR’ + W. 
(3.2) DEFINITION. R(a) = (SR(a))-l R[u]. 
Denote by +(a) the kernel of the canonical homomorphism from R’ to R(a). 
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(3.3) LEMMA. (i) m +mR(a) + uR(u) gives a bijection between n/r,(a) 
and Max(R(a)) 
(ii) R < R(a) + Max(R) = n/r,(a). 
Proof. (i) Let m, m’ E Ms(a), m # m’. Then m + m’ = R implies that 
mR(a) + aR(u) # m’R(u) + aR(u) and --+ is injective. 
Let 1% E Max(R(a)). Then there is a p E Spec(R[u]) such that p n S,(u) = ,@ 
and maximal with this property, and such that n = p(S,(a))-l R[u]. So it is 
sufficient to prove that there is a m E n/r,(u) such that p CmR[u] + uR[u]. 
Assume the contrary. Then for any m E iw,(a) we find X, E p - (mR[a] + aR[a])= 
Xote that the canonical isomorphism (R/aR[u] n R) -, (R[u]/uR[u]) induces a 
one-to-one correspondence between M,(u) and Max(R[u]luR[a]). So we get 
c msMR(a) xmR[u] + uR[u] - 1, and we find m, ,..., ut, E &fs(u), f1 ,..., fsE R[a], 
g E R[u], such that xi=, x,‘fi + ug = 1. On the other hand Cz, xm,Ji is an 
element of p, and therefore there is am E MR(u) such that ~~=, +,Ji E mR[a] + 
aR[uJ. 
From this we get 1 ~ntR[u] + uR[a], which is a contradiction. 
(ii) is immediate by (i). 
(3.4) LEMMA. Assume R semilocal, IVl,(u) # 0, R’ = R[u]. Then R(u) < 
&I, OR 4, and R( a is a dense subspace of this latter ring, which is semilocal too. ) 
Proof. 1g @s a is indeed a generator for R @a R’ over R. Moreover we 
have JJB( 12 @ a) = {mR/m E Ms(u)}, as R OR R’ is faithfully flat over R’. 
So &(I@ @ a) is a faithfully flat extension of R(a), and the maximal ideals of 
R(l, @ a) are generated by the maximal ideals of R(a). So R(l, @ a) is semi- 
local, and R(u) is a subspace of it. 
Furthermore the inclusions R’ C R OR R’ and S,(u) C S&w @ a) are dense 
for the J(R)-adic topology of R OR R’. So R(a) is dense in R(l, @ a). 
(3.5) Remark. If R is semilocal, and if R[a} cQ(R), then &la @ a) is 
canonically isomorphic to R(u). So, if ME(a) f O, R(a) < R(u) and R(a) is a 
dense subspace of R(a). 
(3.6) LEMMA. Let R be noetherian, a EQ(R) and assume ttR(a) = (0). Then 
Wa)) < a(R). 
Proof. Let p E Ass(R) such that S(R) = dim(p). As ttR(a) = (O), there 
is a q E Ass(R(u)) such that q n R = p. Put q’ = R[a] n q. Then, 
q = q’(SR(u))-1 R[u] = q’R(a) and therefore dim(q) < dim(q’). As a EQ(R) 
furthermore R[a]/q’ is an algebraic extension of the noetherian integral domain 
R/p, and so dim(q’) < dim(p). So we get S(R) = dim(p) > dim(q’) > dim(q) > 
VW. 
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(3.7) LEMMA. Let (y, x) be a regular sequence of R. Put a = x/y and look 
at the extension R’ = R[u] of R in Q(R). Then we have 
(i) R[a] = R[X]/(x - yX), X being an indeterminate. 
If x is a nonunit of R, then 
(ii) R(a) = R(X)/(x - yX). 
(iii) R < R(a) o x E J(R). 
(iv) If x E reg(R), then MR(a) = (0). 
Proof. (i) y E reg(R) implies (x - yX) n R = (0). Therefore it is sufficient 
to prove that (x - yX, y) is a regular sequence of R[X]. This last assertion is 
immediate, as (y, x - yX), (y, X) are such sequences. 
(ii) and (iii) Note that by (i), 
M,(a) = {m E Max(R)/% em}. 
From this, (iii) sclear by (3.3)(ii). Moreover we get from (i), 
(“) 
R(u) = T-‘R[X-J/(x - yX), 
where T = @Xl - U,W,(~) (mR[X] + XR[X’J). Note that TT) S,(X). By 
(*) it is clear that the elements of T get units of R(X)I(x - yX), and (ii) is 
proved. 
(iv) By (ii) it is sufficient to prove that S,(X) _C reg(R[X]/(x - yx). 
Choose f (X) E S,(X) and let g(X) = CL, g,Xi be a polynomial of least degree 
outside of (GY - yX) for which f(X)g(X) E (SC - yX). Then, as the constant 
term off is a unit, we may write g, = xs, s E R conveniently chosen. From 
this we get h(X) 6 (x - yX), f(X) h(X) E (x - yx), where h(X) = g(X) - 
-4~ - yx> = X((g, + s) + Cf,giXi-l). B ecause x E reg(R) implies that X is 
a non-zerodivisor with respect o (x - yX), we get therefore a contradiction, 
(3.8) LEMMA. Suppose (x, y) to be a regular sequence of R such that x E 3(R), 
y E reg(R). Let R’ = R[a] as in (3.7). Then: 
(i) R/xR, R’jaR’ and R(a)/aR(a) are canonically isomorphic, 
(ii) R -< R(a), 
(iii) ttR(u) = (0) hence R(u) C Q(R). 
If R is noetherian, then: 
(iv) dim(R(u)) = dim(R), 
(v) depth(R(a)) = depth(R), 
(vi) W(a)) < S(R). 
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Let R be semilocal. Then it holds: 
(vii) R(u) is semilocal and has the same number of maxivnal ideals as R. 
(iix) R is a subspace of R(a). 
(ix) (R(a))^ = (&a))^. 
(x) @R(a)) = 8(R). 
(xi) If R is analytically unrami$ed, then so is R(a). 
Proof. (i) is immediate by the fact that the kernel of the canonical mapping 
from R onto R’IaR’ is xR. 
(ii) and (iii) See (3.7). 
(iv) and (v) Noticing that x E J(R) n reg(R), a E J(R(a)) f~ reg(Ri(a)) 
we get d(R(a)) = d(R(a)/aR(a)) + 1 = d(R/xR) + 1 = d(R), where d stznds 
for dim resp. depth. 
(vi) follows from (3.6) and (3.X)(iii). 
(vii) Immediate from (3X)($ and the definitions. 
(viii) (3.8)(i) impli es R/x& = (R/xR)^ = (R(a)/aR(a))“’ = R$)laRG). 
Hence the kernel of the canonical map from R to R$ is contained in xR, 
Because of the fact that x E reg(Rc)), reg(R), J(R) we get the result by the 
lemma of Nakayama. 
(ix) is a direct consequence of (3.4) and (3.5). 
(x) 8(R(a)) > 8(R) is true by [l, (6.2)]. 
Replacing R by R, our hypotheses on x and y stay valid, and by (3.8)(vi) we 
get 6(&(a)) < S(R) = 8(R). This implies @?(a)) < g(R), and the rest& follows 
from (3.8)(ix). 
(xi) The fact that R is reduced implies that R(a) has the same property 
((3.8)(iii)). 
On the other hand R is pseudogeometric by [3, (32.1)] (= Nagata-ring in the 
terminology of [2], universally Japanese in the sense of the EGA). Therefore 
&a) has the same property ([3, (36.511 or [2, (31.H)]) and hence R(a)j’ij .is 
analytically unramified for any $ E Spec(R(a)). The flatness of completion and 
the reducedness of R(a) therefore imply that (R(a))- is reduced. By (3.8)(ix), 
we now get the result. 
Let us introduce a class of extensions. 
(3.9) DEFINITION. (i) E(*)(R) = (R}. 
(ii) -W)(R) = (R( ), h a w ere a = x[y is chosen as in (3.8)). 
(iii) E(“)(R) = (R E .EF)(R’)/R’ E E(+l)(R)) (n > 1). 
481/44/x-16 
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By (3.8) we get 
(3.10) LEMMA. Assume R to be noetherian, R’E E(“)(R). Then we get 
(i) R _C R’ _C Q(R). 
(ii) R’ is noetherian. 
(iii) R < R’. 
(iv) dim(R’) = dim(R). 
(v) depth(R’) = depth(R). 
(vi) 6(R) < 6(R). 
If furthermore R is semilocal, then 
(vii) I? has the same number of maximal ideals as R. 
(viii) R is a subspace of R’. 
(ix) 8(R’) = 8(R). 
(x) If R is analytically unramij?ed, then so is Ii’. 
(3.11) LEMMA. Let R be noetherian, t E reg(R) n s(R), T E E(*)(R/tR). 
Then there is a R’ E E(“)(R) such that t E J(R), T g R’jte. 
Proof. If n = 0 there is nothing to prove. Let n be positive. Then we may 
write T = S(u/v), with conveniently chosen SE E(+l)(R/tR) and u, v E S 
such that u E J(S), v E reg(S) and such that (u, v) is a regular sequence. By 
induction on n we now may assume the existence of U E E(+-l)(R) such that 
t E s(U) and S g U/t U. Now choose x E J(U), y E U such that u becomes the 
picture of x in S, v this one of y. Then (t, X, y) is a regular sequence of U, 
and as U is noetherian and t, x E J(U), we get that (x, y) is a regular sequence 
of U and that y E reg( U). Th ere ore f R’ = U(x/y) E IV)(R). By (3.7)(ii) and 
as t E J(U), the isomorphism is immediate: R’ltR’ g U(q’y)/t U(q’y) g 
q-ql(x - yX)/t~(X)l(~ -y-q cs Uv-vq(x -y-q s?L S(X)l(u - v-q Es 
S(u/v) = T. 
(3.12) Remark. In (3.10), replace R’ by an integral extension of finite type 
in Q(R). Then all the assertions of (3.10), without (v), (vi), (vii), remain 
unchanged. (vi) is replaced by S(R) = S(R) and instead of (vii) we have the 
weaker statement that R’ is semilocal only. 
In fact all of the above properties besides (vi) and (ix) are known for finite 
integral extensions (for (vi) and (ix), see [l, (1.3)b, d)]). 
There are well-known examples to show that for a finite integral extension 
R’ of R depth, (R’) may get greater or less than depth(R). 
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4. PUSHING UP DEPTH 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let R’ be an R-algebra nd a an ideal of R. Then 
(i) D,(a, R’) = D,*(aR’, R’) is a subalgebra of Q(R’). 
(ii) If R’ is noetherian and D = D,(a, R’) is a jkite integral extension 
of R’, then for any p E P(D) (see (2.5)), we have aD $ p. 
(iii) If R’ is semilocal with X-property and if dim(aR’) < 8(R) - 1, then 
D,(a, R’) is a$nite integral extenkm of R’. 
Proof. (i) is trivial. 
(ii) By (2.4) we have D = D(aD, D), and the result is therefore clear by 
(2.6)(ii). 
(iii) dim(aR’) < 8(R) - 1 implies that D,(a, R’) = D,(aR’, R’) C 
Dn@&..R*)-l , R’) and the result is clear by (2.9). 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let R be semilocal with X-property and suppose 8(R) > 2, 
depth(R) 3 2. Let a C J(R) b e an ideal with dim(a) < 8(R) - 2. Then we have 
(i) G(R) + @ (for the dejkition of G(R), see (2.11)). 
(ii) For each x E G(R), DR(a, RjxR) is a $nite R-module and there is a 
y E J(R) such that y . D,(a, R/xR) C R/xR and such that (x, y) is a regula? 
sequence of R. 
(iii) If x and y are chosen as in (ii) we have the following natural isomorphisms 
of R-algebras. 
Proof. (i) Immediate by depth(R) > 2 (2.10). 
(ii) Obviously we have dim(aR/xR) < 8(R) - 2 < 8(R[xli) - 1, and 
the finiteness of D(a, R/xR) follows by (4.l)(iii). Thisimplies that far a certain 
integer n we get a”D(a, RIxR) Z R/xR. But an the other hand, dim(@) = 
dim(a) < 8(R/xR) < S(R/xR) s ows h the existence of a y E an n J(R) n, 
r%dR/xR) - 
(iii) The first isamorphism is clear by (3.8)(i). As for the second, let us 
show first, hat we have a natural imbedcling of D,(a, R(x/y))/(x/y) D(a, R(x/y)) 
into D,(a, R(x/y)/(x/y) R(x/y)). For this purpose put R(x/y) = R’, S = 
reg#‘/(x/y) R’). First of all it is clear that D(a, R’) _C S-lR’. Indeed choose 
g E D,(a, R’). Then there is a n E N such that gan 6 R’. On the other hand we 
get from the proof of (ii) above that an n reg,(R/xR) is nonempty. Moreover 
(3.8)(i) mplies that regR(R/xR) C S. So we have a s E S with gs’_C R’, and this 
implies in fact g E WR’. 
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So we have a natural homomorphism h of R-algebras from D,(a, R’)/(x/y) x 
D,(a, R’) to Q(R’/(x/y) R’), induced by the natural isomorphism 
To show that h is an injection it is sufficent o show that (x[y)S-lR’ n D,(a, R’)= 
WY> D& W. 
For this, purpose choose q E (x/y) S-IR’ n DR(ar R’). Write q = (x/y) Y’/S 
with conveniently chosen r’ E R’, SE 5’. There is a no N such that 
(x/y)(r’/s) an C R’, h ence (x/y) #an _C sR’. s E S and (x/y) E reg(R’) now imply 
that +a” C sR’. Thus (1’1s) E D,(a, R’), hence q E (x/y) D,(a, R’). Finally, as 
k is a R-homomorphism, it is obvious that 
VMa, R’)l(xl~) &(a, R’)) _C &da, R’l(xl~) R’), 
and we have established the natural embedding in question. 
It remains to show that in the above inclusion equality holds. Choose 
Q E D,(a, R’/(x/y) R’). Then by (ii) above and (3.8)(i) we have yq E R//(x/y) R’ s 
R[xR. This implies that q may be written as i(uly), with a E R conveniently 
chosen. Moreover R’/(x/y) R’s R/xR implies that R’ = R + (x/y) R’, and 
so qam C R’/(x/y) R’ implies that (a/y) a% C R + (x/y) S-IR’. Hence we get 
aa” CyR + (x/y) S-lR’ n R. As (x/y) S-lR’ n R = ((x/y) S-lR’ n R’) n R = 
(x/y) R’ n R = XR (the last equality is a consequence of the natural isomorphism 
R’l(x/‘y) R’ z R/x% we thus have aan _C yR + xR, hence (u/y) a” C R + 
(x/y) R CR’. So (ah) E D,(a, R’), and q = h(a/y), which completes the proof. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let R be semilocal with X-property and suppose 1 < depth(R) = 
d < 8(R). Put nt = J(R). Th en f or each R’ E E(d-l)(R), D(R’) = D,(m, R’) is 
a jkite integral extension of R’ (in Q(R’)) and there is such an RR’ with 
depth(D(R’)) > d. 
Proof. The first part of the above statement is immediate by (Al&ii) and 
the fact that dim(tttR’) < d - 1 <8(R) - 1 = 8(R’) - 1, where the last 
equality holds by (3.1O)(vi). 
Let us prove the existence of the requested R’ by induction on d. 
If d = 1, choose R’ = R. Then in fact R’ E E@-l)(R) and D(m, R) is a finite 
integral extension of R by the above. By (4.l)(ii) tis then clear, that 
depth(D(m, R)) > 1 = d. If d > 1, then by (2.10) it is clear that there is an 
x E G(R). By the definition f G(R) (see (2.11)), we then have ~(R/xR) = 
8(R) - 1 >, 2 and the X-property of RIxR. As x E J(R) (2.11), it holds that 
depth(R/xR) = d - 1. So, by induction, there is a T E E@-z)(R/xR) such that 
depth(D,&tt/xR, T)) > d - 1. 
Moreover, by (3.11) there is a S E E td--2)(R) such that x E J(S) and S/xS z T. 
On the other hand by (3.lO)(vi) we have 
8(S/xS) = 8(T) = s(R/xR) = 8(R) - 1 = 8(S) - 1. 
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Together with x E J(S) this implies that x E G(S). By (4.2)(n) there is a 
y E 3(S) such that yDR(nt, S/xS) C S/x&‘. Put R’ = S(x/y). Then obviously 
R’ EP+(R) and by (4.2)(iii) we have D,(nt, S/x&‘) s D,(m, R’)/(x/y) Z&&m, R’); 
so it holds D,(nt, T) = DRlzR (nt/xR, T) gg D,(nt, R’)/(x/y) D,(nt, R’). More- 
over we have (x/y) E J(D,(m, R’)), and the above isomorphism implies therefore 
depth(D,(m, R’)) = depth(D,(m/xR, T)) + 1 > d - 1 + 1 = d. 
Now we get the 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let ,R be a semilocal kg with X-property. Then there is 
an integ@ n, 0 < n < 8(R)-depth(R) and a chain oj rings, R, , RI ,..., R, with 
the following properties. 
(i) R, is a finite integral extension of R in Q(R). 
(ii) % is a finite integral extension of a hzg R,’ E Ecdepth(R~)-l~(Rif b 
&Pi’). 
(iii) depth(R$,) > depth(Ri). 
(iv) depth(R,) = 8(R). 
Proof. If 8(R) < 1, put n =O, R, = R. If 8(R) > 1, put R,, = D(s(R); RR). 
Then, by (4.1), R0 is a finite integral extension of R in Q(R), which satisfies 
depth(RJ > 1. ,If 8(R) = 2 we therefore hrive finished. 
Assume now that we have constructed a chain R, ,..., Ri satisfying the condi- 
tions (i), (ii), (iii). By ( iii it is clear that i < 8(R) -- depth(R) if depth(RJ < .)
8(Ri). depth(R,,) > 1 and (iii) mply that depth(RJ > 2. 
Therefore we may proceed as follows. If depth(R,) = 8(R) put n = i, and 
we have finished. Ifdepth(R,) < 8(R), then by (3,10)(v), (iv) and (3.12) we have 
depth(RJ < 8(RJ. Therefore by (4.3) we find a _R,’ E E(depth(R~)-l)(Ri) such 
that Rirl = D(‘(RJ, R,‘) satisfies theconditions in question. 
No we give 
(4.5) Proof of (1.5) and (1.6). Indeed (1.5) is clear, noticing the following. 
depth(R) = 0 implies that R is a field (as R is a domain) hence that 8(R) = 0. 
If depth(R) = d > I, choose R’ as in (4.3) (notice that by (2.7)(i), R has 
X-property). As for (1.6), see (3.10)(x) and (3.12). 
5. A SPECIAL TYPE OF E~TENSZONS 
In this section we prove the last result announced in the introduction. First 
let us give some introductary remarks. Choose R semilocal and let x1 ,...) x,, 
y ES(R) form a regular sequence of R. Therrx, ,..., x , y* is a regular sequence 
too, for n E N. 
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In particular (xi , y”) is a regular sequence, and so we have R(x,/y”) E E(i)(R). 
-From (3.8)(i) we get R(~i/y~)/(~~[y”) R(x,/y”) s R/x,R, and we see that 
% >--*> xt? 2 y is a regular sequence of R(x,/y*) (as, by the above isomorphism, 
%lY”, 3% ,*-*, x, , y is such a sequence). Let n, ,..., n, be any collection of natural 
numbers; then, by induction on i the following is clear. 
(5.1) Remark. R = R(xI/ylz1)(x2/yng) ... (xJylzi) E IF)(R) and X~+~ ,..., x , y 
is a regular sequence of R consisting of elements of J(W). 
Now put 
R’ = R[xJy”‘,..., x,/yne], S=R’- u mR’ + i (x</y”“) R’ 
meMax i=l 
Then by (3.8)(i) and (4.1) we get by induction on e: 
(5.2) LEMMA. R(xI/ynl) ... (xJy”e) = S-IR’. 
By this it is clear that for any permutation T of {l,..., e)we have 
(5.3) LEMMA. R(x,/y”l,..., x /P) GE R(x,(dynT(l)) I* - (x7(e)/‘ylzT(e)). 
Denote the ring of (5.3) by R(x,/y~,..., xe/yse). 
Let - denote the residual classes of R module x,R. Then, as x1 , y form a 
regular sequence of R(xz/ynz,..., x /y”e) ((5.1) and (5.3)), we get a canonical 
isomorphism: 
(5.4) LEMMA. R(xJy”e ,,.., x /y*~)/(xJ g @?&jn* ,..., z~F). 
The expression on the right-hand side makes sense because Za ,..., 9a, y is a 
regular sequence of R. 
(5.5) DEFINITION. Let R be a semilocal ring with X-property. Let X, ,..., x
be a regular sequence of R. We say that (xi ,..., x ) has G-property, if 
(i) xi E G(R). 
(ii) %z E G(R/& xjR) (i = 2,..., e). 
(5.6) LEMMA. Let R be a semilocal ring with X-property. Assume that 
depth(R) = d > 1. Let y E J(R) n reg(R) and assume x, ,..., xi to be a regular 
sequence ofR, having the G-property and such that x1 ,..., xi, y is a regular sequence 
of R. Then there are elements xifl ,..., xdml of R, such that x1 ,..., xdWI is a regular 
sequence with G-property and such that x1 ,..., xdWI , y is a regular sequence. 
Proof (Induction on d - i). If d - i = 1, there is nothing to show. Take 
d - i > 1 and put R = R/& xjR. Let n be the (finite) set of primes 
p ~Spec(R), containing xi=, xjR and such that p& xjR E P(w) and 
&R/p) < 8(Z) - 1. 
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As depth(R) = depth(R) - i = d - i > 1, none of the ideals p is maximal. 
As depth(R) = d > i + 1, none of the associated primes of xi, xjri + yR iis 
maximal. 
We therefore find a xi+i E J(R) - (J n such that xi ,..., xi, y, xi+.1 , hence 
xi ,..,, xi+i , y is a regular sequence. As x~+~*E s(R) - u r we have z~+~ E G(R). 
By induction, the sequence xi ,..., xi+1 now may be complemented in the wished 
sense. 
(5.7) PROPOSITION. Assume R semilocal with X-Property, 2 < depth(R) = 
d < 8(R). Assume y E J(R) n reg(R), x1 ,..., x$-i E R such that x, ,..., xdYl , y is 
a regular sequence of R and (x1 ,..., xd-J has G-property. (Note that there is such 
a sequence 6y (2.10) and (5~9.) Then there are natural numbers TZ~‘,..., r& such 
that for the finite i? = R(x,/ynl,..., xd-lly’+l)-module R” = D(3(R), i?) it 
holds depth(R) >, d + 1, for any collection T ,..., ndWI of natural numbers for 
which n, > ni’ (i = I ,..., d - 1). 
Proof (Induction on d). If d = 2, observe that D,@(R), R/x,R) is a finite 
R-module by (4.2), as dim@(R)) = 0 < 8(R) - d. 
Therefore it is clear by the definition of D&(R), R/x,R) that 
J(R)“%’ D&$(R), R/x,R) C R/x,R for a convenient natural number nl’. There- 
fore yfilD&(R), Rfx,R) C R/x,R for n, > %‘, and by (4.2)(E) we have 
&(3(R),%@ r R”l(x,l~‘W’, h ence depth(R) = depth(D&(R),R/xIR)) > 1. 
(Indeed depth(R/qR) = 1, and therefore depth D&(R), R/x,R) > 1 by 
(4.l)(ii).) If d > 2, put R = R/x,R. Then depth(R) = d - 1, and LV~ ,..., 5 -i ,9 
satisfy the hypotheses for the ring R. 
By induction we therefore find za’,. . , ni-, such that depth(D(3(R), R(z&~~,..., 
~,+J~d---l)) > d if ni > n.$’ for i = 2 ,..., d - 1. By (5.4) it holds R(xZ/yn2 ,..., 
~~-~/yfid-~)/(xi) s R(z@~,..., ~~.&*~-l), and as above there is a n,’ EN such 
that y”lD(J(R), R(x2/ynz,..., xd-JyQ+~)/(xl)) C R(xZ/ylEg,..., ~~-~/y~~-1)/(x~) for 
n, > ItI’. So by (4.2)(iii) we get 
and this implies depth(D(s(R), R(x,/y”l,..., xdvljyn~-l) > d + 1 by (5.3). 
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